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MARPO Rope Training provides the following benefits: 

● Upper-body strength & power 

● Grip strengthening 

● Eye-hand coordination 

● Aerobic/anaerobic conditioning 

● Total-body integration 

● Postural control 

● High calorie burn endurance training alternative for those with lower extremity injuries 

● A fun & engaging workout for all ability and fitness levels 

The unique DMB system on the MARPO Rope Trainer creates increases resistance, the faster 

the rope is moved allowing for conditioning for specific fitness outcomes. 



Physiological adaptations are specific to the involved muscles, doing sprints and jumps with the 

legs will not improve explosive power in the hands and arms. Doing hand/arms/shoulder specific 

conditioning is the only way to develop desired physiological outcomes. 

MARPO Rope Training – speed and quickness training for your hands: the rapid hand actions 

during pulling movements are important for improving grip strength, hand quickness and 

eye-hand coordination. 

MARPO Rope Training = Total Body 
Conditioning 

MARPO Rope Trainers improve the functional capacity of the body and provide an opportunity 

for the human movement system to become enhanced as one whole and entire unit. The 

human body operates as a whole with many individual parts performing functional tasks that, 

when working together, effectively create balance and optimal function throughout the entire 

movement structure. This has been viewed over recent years through a model for biological 

structures based on the concept of tensegrity, introduced by Stephen M. Levin and others. This 

view of the human body supports the application of training modalities that mimic the very 

nature of an integrated and completely interdependent biological system. It is based on this view 

of the human body that the importance of training with a MARPO Rope Trainer can be seen as 

beneficial for achieving a more efficient movement system overall. No matter what motion, the 

body as a whole seeks to accommodate and mitigate forces influencing its structure in the most 

efficient manner possible. The MARPO Rope Trainer provides any person an enjoyable yet 

challenging opportunity to experience how the body is truly created to move. Whether 

performing household chores, training for competition or working towards desired fitness goals, 

the body must move in the same way, stimulating the movement system as a whole while 



receiving and mitigating forces in an effort to create balance MARPO Rope Trainers not only 

allow the body to train in producing force but in conserving energy, generating the most 

beneficial outcome for the task at hand. 

With every grasp of the rope, the MARPO Rope Trainer challenges the body to constantly adapt 

by feeding variable forces into each and every movement. As long as a hand is gripping the 

MARPO Rope Trainer the body is challenged by varied stimulus based on the construct of the 

rope and the technology behind its resistance. This variability of forces leads to a “tuning on” of 

the neuromyofascial system exposing the body to an enhanced level of communication. The 

ability to enhance movement, traditionally emphasized through a sole-focus on the nervous 

system, is now developed as a greater integration of movement – based exercises adapted to 

provide a more tensile communication through the fascial net present within the human 

movement system. A tug in the fascial net is communicated across the entire system like a snag 

in a sweater, or a pull in the corner of an empty woven hammock. This communication happens 

below our level of awareness for the most part, but through it we create a shape for ourselves, 

registered in the liquid crystal of the connective tissue, a recognizable pattern of posture and 

‘acture’ (defined as ‘posture in action’-our characteristic patterns of doing – by Feidenkrais), 

which we tend to keep unless altered for better or worse. The MARPO Rope Trainer feeds the 

human body what it is designed to receive for the most beneficial outcome based on the user’s 

goal. The MARPO Rope Trainer extends the information needed across interdependent system 

of the human structure to elicit adaption and change in the most productive manner possible 

and with the least amount of energy. By simply grabbing the rope the body is introduced to a 

new realm of communication and enhancement, now all you have to do is move. 

MARPO Rope Trainer provide the body with an incredible ability to achieve synergy throughout 

the entire human movement system based on the many uses of the rope in motion, it is the goal 

of the human structure to create synergy as one interdependent moving system. Gaining 



synergy provides the body greater efficiency in load to unload (stretch to shorten) patterns. 

Fascia possesses a unique ability to be spring – like in nature giving the body an elastic rubber 

band- like ability. The more efficient the body is at creating balance in load to unload patterns of 

motion, the greater the ability the body will have as a whole to accomplish daily movement 

tasks. The release of stored energy is what makes movement possible. The more energy the 

system can load in synergy, the greater the ability of the system overall to release energy and 

promote greater movement. Movement with the MARPO Rope Trainer instantly promotes a 

controlled environment for the body to move in synergy. This environment guided the body as a 

whole to greater purpose with every motion. 

The unlimited loading ability based on DMB and resistance settings allow for: 

● Force Variation based on movement patterns 

● Enhanced communication throughout the body based on grip to re-grip patterns 

● Greater combination of load to unload patterns due increased number of actions 

In turn, MARPO Rope Training is great for: 

● Power Training - Explosive actions type lib fibers 

● Strength Training - Dynamic resistance stimulate type lib fibers 

● Strength Endurance - Sustain force production for extended time, type, fibers 

● Hand-Eye Coordination - Grip, re grip actions a Dynamic grip strengthening 

 


